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Let A an B be two self-adjoint operators in a Hilbert space; it is assumed
that A and B are bounded from below. The following operator expression
p(t)=(1+tA)&1 (1&tB)(1+tB)&1 (1&tA) called the PeacemanRachford formula,
satisfies formally for t small the relation p(t)&exp(&2t(A+B))=O(t2). If A
and B do not commute, it is not true in general that p(t) is a stable approximation:
we give an example of A and B such that | p(t)| B(H ) , the operator norm of p(t), is
not bounded by 1+O(t); sufficient conditions of stability are given; they involve
conditions on the commutators of - A and - B. The proof relies on estimates on
sandwiches, i.e., products of a finite number of copies of - A, - B, (1+tA)&1 ,
(1+tB)&1 and elements of an algebra M of bounded operators in H.  1999
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A Hilbert space H is given; the scalar product in H is denoted (x, y) and
the norm |x|=- (x, x).
We will denote by B(H ) the space of bounded linear operators in a
Hilbert space H. The norm in B(H ) is the operator norm
|C|B(H)=sup
x{0
|Cx|
|x|
. (1.1)
For any vector space V, L(V) is the space of linear operators from V to
itself.
Let A and B be two self-adjoint operators in H which are bounded from
below. In general, we assume that A and B are unbounded. If we think of
A and B as matrices generated by the spatial approximation of differential
operators, they are bounded, but their norms depend on the characteristic
length of the spatial approximation and tend to infinity as this length tends
to 0.
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Consider the differential equation
du
dt
+Au+Bu=0, u(0)=u0 , (1.2)
whose solution at time t can be defined using the theory of semi-groups: if
A+B is essentially self-adjoint on D(A) & D(B), the intersection of the
domains of A and B, then the Trotter product formula [1, 13] says that
for all u # H,
lim
n  
(e&tAne&tBn)n=e&tC,
where C is the closure of A+B. In fact the result of Chernoff [1] gives
more: for instance, under the above assumptions,
lim
n  
((1+tAn)(1+tBn))n=e&tC.
A stronger version of the product formula is proved by Kato [7].
We are interested here in the analysis of a well-known approximation
formula for the solution of (1.2): denote by 1 the identity in any algebra of
operators that we happen to consider, and define at least formally the
PeacemanRachford formula [6, 12] by
p(t)=(1+tA)&1 (1&tB)(1+tB)&1 (1&tA). (1.3)
This formula is of order 2 in the sense of the theory of numerical integration
schemes, i.e., when A and B are bounded
| p(t2)&e&t(A+B)|B(H )=O(t3),
in a neighborhood of t=0. Thus, for all t we have
| p(t2n)n&e&t(A+B)|B(H )=O(1n2).
This approximation formula has been and is widely used; we will say that
it is strongly stable if there exists a C>0 such that for t small enough
| p(t)|B(H )1+Ct.
When the formula is stable, its convergence is not a difficult result, and in
many cases, it is also possible to evaluate the order of convergence.
The stability of (1.3) is easy to analyze when A and B commute [11]. If
they do not commute, the stability of (1.3) is a delicate question as will be
shown in this article.
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The weak stability, i.e., the stability with loss in regularity is easy to
prove, and we do that in Section 2, showing that | p(tn)n u||u|+{ |Au|
for all u # D(A) and n such that tn{.
In Section 3, we produce an example of two constant coefficients
differential operators A and B such that for all t>0
| p(t)|B(H )2.
This shows that the formula (1.3) is unstable; in fact, the number 2 can be
replaced by any positive number (Theorem 3.1).
The counter-example works because A and B are not scalar operators;
then [A, B] is a matrix valued differential operator of order 4.
In order to get a stability estimate, we assume a commutation relation
on A and B, supposed henceforth to be bounded from below by 1, in the
sense of quadratic forms. We remove this restriction at the end of the
article. The main idea is to assume that the commutator of a=- A and
b=- B is dominated in a certain sense by a+b. More precisely, we
assume that there is an algebra M of bounded operators such that
the commutators [a, m] and [b, m] belong to M whenever m belongs
to M. Then, the commutation assumption is that [a, b] is equal to
am1+bm2+m3 . Most of Section 4 is concerned with inferring commutation
relations on the powers of a and b and the elements of M.
The choice of working with an abstract commutation relation has several
motivations: it is clear that an appropriate version of the pseudodifferential
calculus could be an interesting alternative when A and B are well behaved
differential operators. However, if A and B are discretization of differential
operators, one would have to adapt the pseudodifferential calculus, and
that would demand some hard work; the pseudodifferential calculus does
not treat very efficiently boundary value problems and it is expected that
the abstract calculus presented here will make matters easier; finally, it is
possible to count the exact level of regularity required for our computations,
though this program is not developed in the present article, and should
definitely be developed later.
The algebraic preparation of Section 4 enables us to prove in Section 5
the disappointing estimate
| p(t)|B(H)1+C - t. (1.4)
Nevertheless, this section introduces the essential ideas of the general
estimates which will be obtained later: denote :=(1+tA)&1, ;=(A+tB)&1;
then it is possible to prove that
|:;a|B(H)=O(1- t).
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The idea of the proof is to show that
(1&t(n1b+n2) ;) :;a=(:a;+O(1)),
where n1 and n2 belong to M. As |(n1b+n2) ;|B(H )=O(1- t), it is
possible to invert 1&t(n1b+n2) ; for t small enough, and the desired
estimate holds.
Similarly, it is possible to prove that |:;A |B(H )=O(1t).
These estimates lead to (1.4) very simply: we commute the factor 1&tA
of p(t) with the factor (1&tB)(1+tB)&1=2(1+tB)&1&1, and we find
that the remainder is (up to a constant factor) |(t)=t2:;[A, B] ;. The
operator part of this expression is a sum of products of similar terms :;a
and :;A, hence the estimate.
However, the method of proof lets us guess that we gain something
each time we perform a commutation; as A and B are self-adjoint, the
commutator [A, B] is (at least formally) skew adjoint; therefore, if we
estimate the norm p(t)* p(t), we may expect that the skew-adjointness will
enable us to gain one more power of - t.
This is exactly what happens, and what is proved in Section 7; the proof
depends on a general result obtained in Section 6: a sandwich w is a word
written in the alphabet [a, b, :, ;] _ M; the degree of a sandwich in a,
deg (w, a) is the number of occurrences of a in w with similar definitions for
b, :, and ;. We define an homomorphism which sends a to a, : to : and
so on; the image of a word w is an operator w # L(H ). A sandwich is
termed admissible if deg (w, a)2 deg (w, :) and deg (w, b)2 deg (w, ;).
In Section 6, we prove the general sandwich theorem which says that if w
is an admissible sandwich, then
|w|B(H)Ct&deg (w, a)&deg (w, b).
To obtain this theorem, we prove first a restricted sandwich theorem: we
obtain the analogous estimate for a sandwich of the form aib j:k; l, or any
other form obtained by changing the order of ai, b j, :k or ;l, The restricted
sandwich theorem has some very strong combinatorial aspects; once it is
proved, the proof of the general sandwich theorem is obtained with a finite
sequence of algebraic operations which reduce a given admissible sandwich
to one which has the form assumed in the restricted sandwich theorem.
In order to explain the idea of the proof, we have to think of a sandwich
as something which can be eaten: the kind of objects we consider is made
of two sorts of bread (: and ;), two sorts of meat (a and b), and salad (the
elements of M). An admissible sandwich has no more than twice more
slices of meat of one sort than of bread of the corresponding kind; there are
rules which enable us to exchange the slices: when we apply some of these
rules, we can make less complicated sandwiches, putting more meat slices
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together and more bread slices together; the application of these rules
produces a remainder which we may forget safely. We can perform some
exchanges only at the top or the bottom of the sandwich: for instance, we
can remove some salad, or we can exchange the outermost pieces of bread;
we can also exchange the outermost pieces of bread with the outermost
pieces of meat; but we have to pay for that, by doing more algebra. In the
end, we obtain a very simple sandwich which has all its meat of a kind
together, and all its bread of a kind together. The author does not propose
that the restricted sandwich tastes better; however, it is easier to analyze
mathematically.
An objective reader might fairly ask whether all these complicated
technicalities are needed: after all, there might be a hidden reason why in
fact the PeacemanRachford formula is well behaved: How do we now that
p(t) is not, for instance, a contraction for small t. In general, it is not so:
we show in Section 8 an example of scalar nice operators A and B in R2
and of a family u(x, y; t) such that
| p(t) u( } , } ; t)|(1+Ct) |u( } , } ; t)|,
where C is a strictly positive constant. Thus, there is little room to escape
either the present proof of the estimate, or another technical proof using
pseudodifferential techniques for instance.
Section 9 is a short section which shows that even if A and B are
only bounded from below (instead of being larger than 1 in the sense of
quadratic forms), the same estimate still holds, under appropriately modified
commutation conditions.
Section 10 contains a short summary and some open problems.
2. THE WEAK STABILITY THEORY FOR THE
PEACEMANRACHFORD FORMULA
Assume that A and B are nonnegative self-adjoint operators. Define for
t>0 a norm on D(A) by
&x&t=|(1+tA) x|.
Then we have the following simple fact:
Theorem 2.1. For all t>0 and all x in D(A), p(t) x belongs to D(A)
and satisfies
&p(t) x&t&x&t .
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Proof. If x is in D(A), (1&tA) x is in H; it is a well-known fact that
(1&tB)(1+tB)&1 is a contraction in H, and that (1+tA)&1 maps H
continuously to D(A); therefore, p(t) x is seen to be in D(A), and
&p(t) x&t =|(1&tB)(1+tB)&1 (1&tA)(1+tA)&1 (1+tA) x|
&x&t .
This proves the lemma. K
In particular, we find that for all t>0 and all integers n,
&p(tn)n x&tn&x&tn .
It is immediate that &x&t|x| for all t>0; on the other hand, if 2tn{,
&x&tn|x|+{ |Ax|. Therefore, for all x # D(A), for all t>0, and all n large
enough,
| p(tn)n x| |x|+{ |Ax|.
Thus, we have proved that the PeacemanRachford formula is weakly
stable in the sense of Kreiss [10].
We will see in the next section how far weak stability is from strong
stability.
3. A COUNTER-EXAMPLE TO STABILITY
Let M and N be 2_2 symmetric positive definite matrices; denote by 2
the Laplace operator in Rn (n1) and define in H=L2(Rn) two self-
adjoint operators A and B by
D(A)=D(B)=H2(Rn)2, Au=&M 2u, Bu=&N 2u.
Then A and B are nonnegative.
We show the following result:
Theorem 3.1 For all K>0 there exists a choice of M and N such that
|(1+tA)&1 (1&tB)(1+tB)&1 (1&tA)|L(H )K.
Remark 3.2. For K>1, Theorem 3.1 shows that the Peaceman
Rachford formula is unstable.
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Proof. Let u belong to H, and let
u^(!)=|
Rn
u(x) exp(&2?ix } !) dx
be its Fourier transform. Here x } ! is the Euclidean scalar product of x and
!. Then the Fourier transform of p(t) u is given by
( p(t) u)  (!)
=(1+t |!|2 M2)&1 (1&t |!|2 N2)(1+t |!| 2 N2)&1 (1&t |!|2 M2) u^(!)
so that the operator norm of p(t) for t>0 is given by
&p(t)&=sup
r>0
|(1+rM)&1 (1&rN)(1+rN)&1 (1&rM)|B(R2) .
In particular, we observe that p(t) is independent of t for all t>0. Let us
choose
M=\ab
b
a+ , N=\
r&2
0
0
1+ .
We assume here that a>b>0, so that M is symmetric definite positive,
and r will be large with respect to 1. Then
(1&rN)(1+rN)&1=2(1+rN)&1&1
=2 \1+r
&1
0
0
1+r+
&1
&1
=\10
0
&1++O(r&1).
On the other hand,
(1+rM)&1=
1
r {
1
a2&b2 \
a
&b
&b
a ++O(r&1)= ,
1&rM= &r {\ab
b
a++O(r&1)= .
Therefore we can see now that
(1+rM)&1 (1&rN)(1+rN)&1 (1&rM)
=&
1
a2&b2 \
a
&b
&b
a +\
1
0
0
&1+\
a
b
b
a++O(r&1).
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If we perform the matrix multiplications, we find that
(1+rM)&1 (1&rN)(1+rN)&1 (1&rM)
=&
1
a2&b2 \
a2+b2
&2ab
2ab
&(a2+b2)++O(r&1)
The norm of the matrix
&
1
a2&b2 \
a2+b2
&2ab
2ab
&(a2+b2)+
is defined according to (1.1), can be found explicitly, and is equal to
(a+b)(a&b); therefore, it is enough to choose a and b in such a way that
(a+b)(a&b)K+1; once a and b are determined, we can see that our
conditions are satisfied for r large enough. K
4. COMMUTATION CONDITIONS
The results obtained so far point out the necessity of controlling the
commutators of A and B. We assume that they are self-adjoint operators
in a Hilbert space H and bounded from below by 1 (in the sense of quad-
ratic forms). We will show later how to treat the case of A and B bounded
from below. Then, there exists a unique self-adjoint nonnegative root of A,
which we shall denote a; similarly, the unique nonnegative self-adjoint root
of B is denoted b.
We will think of A and B as operators of order 2 whose commutator is
of order 3 (instead of 4 if we did not make any commutation assumption).
In order to avoid any difficulty with the domain of A and B, we will
assume that there is a dense subspace D of H such that
D/B(A) & D(B), AD/D, BD/D. (4.1)
Let Q be the set of polynomials of the form
Q(X)=1+ :
k
j=1
QjX j
which are positive for all positive X. Spectral analysis shows that Q(A)&1
and Q(B)&1 are well defined bounded operators from H to itself; we assume
that
\Q # Q, Q(A)&1 D/D, Q(B)&1 D/D. (4.2)
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Under assumptions (4.1) and (4.2), given any set of 2k arbitrary poly-
nomials P1 , ..., P2k and any set of 2k elements of Q, we observe that the
finite product
P1(A) Q1(A)&1 P2(B) Q2(B)&1 } } } P2k&1(A) Q2k&1(A)&1 P2k(B) Q2k(B)&1
is well defined as an element of L(D). If it happens that this expression
is also bounded in B(H ) norm, then it can be extended as a bounded
operator from H to itself.
We will assume also that there exists an algebra M of bounded operators
in H such that all elements of M leave D invariant:
M/L(D) & B(H ). (4.3)
Without loss of generality, M has a unit: the identity of H.
Now we may write our precise commutation assumptions: the first one
describes the commutators of a or b and the elements of M,
\m # M, [m, a] # M, [m, b] # M. (4.4)
and the second one describes the commutation relation between a and b,
there exist m1 , m2 , m3 such that [a, b]=am1+bm2+m3 . (4.5)
An example of this situation is when M and N are compact Riemannian
manifolds; assume that the metric of M_N is not the product metric, but
a metric given on Tx M_TyN by a(x, y) !_!+b(x, y) ’_’: here for each
x # M and y # N, a(x, y) is a positive definite quadratic form on TxM and
b(x, y) is a positive definite quadratic form on TyN. Then, take A to be the
LaplaceBeltrami operator on M_N associated to the (degenerate) metric
a and B its analogue defined with the help of b. The operators A and B we
just defined act on functions; therefore, provided that a and b are smooth
functions, and that M is the set of pseudodifferential operators (with classical
symbols) of nonpositive order, it is possible to check that all the above
conditions are satisfied. The reader is referred to [9, Chap. XVIII] or [8]
to check these facts.
A very simple case of the above situation is when M and N are the one
dimensional torus T1, so that a and b are simply smooth periodic functions
on R2, of period 1, which are bounded away from 0, and A and B are the
degenerate elliptic operators u [ &(aux)x and u [ &(buy)y .
Observe that thanks to the first commutation condition (4.4), condition
(4.5) can take one of the alternative forms:
[a, b]=m1a+bm2+m$3=am1+m1b+m"3
=m1a+m2 b+m$$$3 .
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It will be convenient from time to time to denote
[a, m]=a m, [b, m]=b m.
Both a and b are differentiation in the algebraic sense of the word, since
they are linear operations in a ring which satisfy the identity
a(m1 m2)=(am1) m2+m1(a m2).
Observe that a is usually called the adjugate or the adjoint representation
of a in the Lie algebra literature and denoted ad a.
It is convenient here to state and prove some simple commutation
relations. These relations are conveniently expressed as equivalences
modulo subspaces. We define spaces Vij for i0, j0 and Wij as
Vij= :
q j
pi
a pMbq, (4.6)
Wij=Vi&1, j+Vi, j&1 if i1, and j1, (4.7)
Wi0=V i&1, 0 if i1, W0 j=V0, j&1 if j1. (4.8)
We shall say that two elements of a subspace Z of L(D) are equivalent
modulo a vector subspace Z of L(D) provided that
c1&c2 # Z. (4.9)
We will then write
c1 #c2 (mod Z).
It is immediate that akVijbl/Vi+k, j+l , and that akW ijbl/Wi+k, j+l .
Lemma 4.1. For all m in M and all i1, the following identities hold:
[ai, m]= :
i
p=1
(&1) p&1 C pi a
i& p  pa m, (4.10)
[ai, m]= :
i
p=1
C pi (
p
a m) a
i& p. (4.11)
In particular,
aim#mai (mod Wi0). (4.12)
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Proof. For i=1, formula (4.10) is the definition of a . Assume that
(4.10) holds for all m in M; then
[ai, m]=[aai&1, m]=a[ai&1, m]+[a, m] ai&1
=a[ai&1, m]+ai&1[a, m]&[a i&1, [a, m]].
Now, we apply the induction assumption, and we find that
[ai, m]=ai&1 am+ :
i&1
p=1
(&1) p&1 C pi&1a
i& p  pa m
& :
i&1
p=1
(&1) p&1 C pi&1a
i& p&1  p+1a m.
The factor of ai&1 am is 1+C 1i&1=C
1
i ; the factor of a
i& p  pa m is for
p=2, ..., i&1
(&1) p&1 C pi&1+(&1)
p&1 C p&1i&1 =(&1)
p&1 C pi .
The factor of  ia m is (&1)
i&1 and is found under the second summation
sign. Hence the induction is complete.
The proof of (4.11) is identical to the proof of (4.10). The equivalence
relation (4.12) is an immediate consequence of (4.10). K
Observe that the same results hold when a is replaced by b. Observe also
that the equivalence relation (4.11) shows that the space Vi0 can also be
written as
Vi0= :
i
p=0
Ma p.
It will be convenient to introduce a notation which will be used several
times later on: if + belongs to Mk we let
P(c, +)=c+1 c+2 } } } c+k ,
where c is any operator belonging to L(D).
Let +0 belong to M; let us show now that +0 P(a, +) is equivalent to a
simpler expression:
Lemma 4.2. For all + # Mk, and all +0 # M, define
m=+0 } } } +k .
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Then
+0 P(a, +)#akm#mak (mod Wk0).
The analogous relations hold when a is replaced by b.
Proof. We prove the statement by induction on k. For k=1, we
already know that
+0 a#a+0 (mod W10).
Therefore, if we use the fact that W10 M/W10 , we find that
+0 a+1 #a+0+1 (mod W10).
Thus the conclusion of Lemma 4.2 holds in this case. Assume now that the
conclusion of Lemma 4.2 holds for indices at most equal to some integer k;
let then + belong to Mk+1. Denote
+$=(+2 , ..., +k+1),
and observe that thanks to the induction assumption
+0a+1=m1a+m0 , P(a, +$)= :
k
p=0
a pm$p .
The value of m$k is known and equal to the product +2 } } } +k+1 ; m1 is equal
to +0+1 . Then, we find that
+0 P(a, +)=(m1a+m0) \ :
k
p=0
a pm$p+ .
Consider now each of the terms mlal+ pm$p ; Lemma 4.1 shows that
ml al+ pm$p #a l+ pml m$p (mod Wl+ p, 0)
so that in particular, for l+ pk,
mlal+ pm$p #0 (mod Wk+1, 0).
Thus, there remains
+0 P(a, +)#ak+1m1m$k (mod Wk+1, 0),
which is the desired result. K
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A consequence of Lemma 4.2 is that if there are k occurrences of a in
P(a, +) and l occurrences of b in P(b, &), then
MP(a, +) Vij MP(b, &)/Vi+k, j+l . (4.13)
Let us describe now the commutation relation between ai and b j in terms
of equivalence modulo Wij :
Lemma 4.3. For all i0 and j0, we have
b ja i=a ib j (mod Wij).
Proof. The proof is by induction on i+ j=k; for i+ j=1, there is
nothing to prove. Assume that the result holds for i+ jk; then if i=0,
j=k+1 or if i=k+1, j=0, there is nothing to prove.
Assume that i=1; then, thanks to the induction hypothesis, there exist
elements m rs of M such that
bka=bbk&1a=b :
sk&1
r1
arm rs bs,
where m 1, k&1=1. Then according to (4.5),
bka=(ab&am1&m2b&m3) :
sk&1
m 1sbs+ :
sk&1
bm 0sbs.
According to Lemma 4.2,
:
sk&1
bm 0sbs # V0, k , :
sk&1
(m2 b+m3) m 1sbs # V0, k .
By definition of the Vij spaces,
am1 :
sk&1
m 1s bs # V1, k&1 .
Therefore,
bka # abk+V1, k&1+V0, k=abk+W1, k .
Assume now that i2 and j1; we apply the induction hypothesis
twice; first, we know that there exist elements of M such that
b ja i=b jai&1a= :
s j
ri&1
arm rsbsa,
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with m i&1, j=1. As s+1 j+1=k&i+1k, we apply once again the
induction hypothesis to bsa; thus there exist elements +s\_ of M such that
bsa= :
_s
\1
a\+s\_b_,
with +s\_=1. Therefore, if r=i&1, s=_= j, \=1, the term arm rs a\+s\_ is
equal to aib j.The other choices of r, s, \, _ belong to the set
I=[(r, s, \, _): ri&1, s j, \1, _s, r+\+_k].
But, thanks to Lemma 4.2,
arm rsa\+s\_b_ # Vr+\, _ ;
it is immediate that
:
(r, s, \, _) # I
arm rsa\+s\_ b_ # Wij ,
and this proves Lemma 4.3. K
The next lemma deals with monomials in a, b, and elements of M.
Lemma 4.4. Let w=&0c1&1c2&2 } } } ck&k be an expression where all the
&j ’s (0 jk) belong to M and the letters ck designate either a or b. Let i
and j be respectively the number of occurrences of a and b in w, so that
i+ j=k. Let & =&0&1 } } } &k . Then
w#ai& b j (mod Vij).
Proof. The word w is of the general form
w=mP(a, +1) P(b, +2) } } } P(a, +2l&1) P(b, +2l). (4.14)
We assume that the number of occurrences of a and b in P(a, +2i&1) and
P(b, +2i) is respectively equal to j(i) and k(i). We also assume that j(i)1
for 2il and that k(i)1 for 1il&1. Without loss of generality, we
may also assume that j(1)1: this is not true, we simply exchange the roles
of a and b.
If l=1, according to Lemma 4.2, there exist m1 and n1 in M such that
mP(a, +1)&a j(1)m1 # Wj(1), 0 , P(b, +2)&n1bk(1) # W0, k(1) .
Then it is straightforward that
mP(a, +1) P(b, +2) # a j(1)m1 n1 bk(1)+Wj(1), k(1) .
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Assume that the lemma holds true until a certain value of the index l; let
w be as in (4.14), and let w$ be the word
w$=wP(a, +2l+1) P(b, +2l+2),
and define
J= :
l
i=1
j(i), K= :
l
i=1
k(i).
Then the induction assumption means that
w # aJ& bK+WJK .
It also implies that
P(a, +2l+1) P(b, +2l+2) # a j(l+1)& $bk(l+1)+Wj(l+1), k(l+1) .
We observe that if R, S, r, and s are integers, and if N and n are elements
of M,
aRNbSarnbs # aRN(arbs+Wrs) nbS,
according to Lemma 4.3. But, thanks to Lemma 4.2,
aRNarbsnbS # ar+RNnbs+S+Wr+R, s+S ,
and, thanks to (4.13),
aRNWrsnbS/WR+r, S+s .
Therefore,
aRNbsarnbs # aR+rNnbS+s=WR+r, S+s . (4.15)
We apply (4.15) to the relation
w$ # (aJ& bK+WJK)(a j(l+1)& $bk(l+1)+Wj(l+1), k(l+1))
and we find that
w$ # aJ+ j(l+1)& & $bK+k(l+1)+WJ= j(l+1), K+k(l+1) . K
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5. A DISAPPOINTING ESTIMATE
We show a disappointing estimate, as a preparation to the good estimate
that we will obtain below. Let us introduce here notations which will be
used very often later on: assume t0, and define
:=(1+tA)&1, ;=(1+tB)&1. (5.1)
We observe that the following important identities hold:
t:A=tA:=1&:, t;B=tB;=1&;. (5.2)
We also observe that we have
(1&tA)(1+tA)&1=(1+tA)&1 (1&tA)=2:&1,
with a similar relation with A replaced by B and : replaced by ;. For good
functional practice, it is important to notice that (1&tA)(1+tA)&1 is
defined on all of H, while (1+tA)&1 (1&tA) seems to be defined only on
D(A); but if we allow A to map H into the space AH defined as the
completion of H for the norm |(1+A)&1 x|, there is no difficulty in saying
that (1+tA)&1 (1&tA) is defined over all of H. As we work systematically
on D, we avoid all these subtleties, and we can forget from now on all
questions related to domains of operators.
Moreover, using a resolution of the identity, we can see that
|:|B(H )1, |(1+tA)(1+tA)&1| B(H )1
and a straightforward spectral analysis yields
|a:|B(H)(2 - t)&1. (5.3)
Similar estimates and identities hold when a is replaced by b and : is
replaced by ;.
Theorem 5.1. Assume that M, A, and B satisfy conditions (4.1)(4.5).
Then the following estimate holds:
| p(t)|B(H)1+C - t. (5.4)
Proof. The proof relies on two estimates which prepare the ground for
(5.4).
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The first of these estimates contains the substance of all the proofs to
come later: we show that there exists a t0>0 and a number C such that
for all t # [0, t0],
|:;a|B(H )C0 - t. (5.5)
Observe first that
;a=a;+[;, a]=a;+t;[a, B] ;.
Thanks to Lemma 4.3, we know that there exist elements nj of M such
that
[a, B]=an1b+an2+n3B+n4 b+n5 .
Then
:;a=:a;+t:;a(n1b+n2) ;+t:;(n3B+n4 b+n5) ;.
But |t(n1 b+n2) ;|B(H )=O(- t), according to (5.3); therefore, for t small
enough 1&t(n1 b+n2) ; is invertible; hence,
:;a=(:a;+t:;(n3 B+n4b+n5) ;)(1&t(n1 b+n2) ;)&1.
According to (5.3), &:a;&(2 - t)&1, and according to (5.2) and (5.3),
|t(n3 B+n4 b+n5) ;|B(H) =|n3(1&;)+tn4 b;+tn5;|B(H )=O(1).
Therefore (5.5) holds.
The second estimate states that there exists C1>0, such that for t small
enough
|:;A|B(H)C1 t&1, (5.6)
and is proved in exactly the same fashion as (5.5): we observe that
;A=A;+t;[A, B] ;.
According to Lemma 4.3, there exist elements pi , i=1, ..., 7, of M such that
[A, B]=Ap1b+Ap2+ap3B+ap4 b+ap5+ p6 b+ p7 .
Thus,
:;A=:A;+t:;A( p1b+ p2) ;+t:;a( p3B+ p4b+ p5) ;+t:;( p6b+ p7) ;.
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As above, we argue that |t( p1b+ p2) ;|B(H )=O(- t); we also observe that
|:;a|B(H)=O(1- t),
according to (5.5) and that |t( p3B+ p4 b+ p5) ;| BH )=O(1). Finally the
last term t:;( p6b+ p7) ; is a harmless O(- t). Since |:A;|B(H )1t,
estimate (5.6) is proved for t small enough.
If we commute 2;&1 and 1&tA, we obtain
p(2t)=(2:&1)(2;&1)+2:[;, 1&tA].
But
[;, 1&tA]=;[1&tA, 1+tB] ;.
Therefore, we can see that
p(2t)=(2:&1)(2;&1)&2|(t),
where | is given by
|(t)=t2:;[A, B] ;. (5.7)
Thanks to Lemma 4.3, there exist elements mrs of M such that
[A, B]= :
r+s3
r2
s2
armrsbs.
We infer from (5.5), (5.6), and the definition of ; that if r2 and s2
|:;ar| B(H )Cr t&r2, |bs;|B(H )C$s t&s2.
Therefore,
||(t)|B(H ) :
r+s3
r2
s2
CrC$s |mrs | B(H ) t2&(r+s)2.
Classically, |2:&1|B(H )1; from this and the analogous estimate for B, we
conclude the proof of Theorem 4.4. K
Of course, estimate (5.4) does not prove stability.
If we want to prove a better estimate, we let p0(t)=(2:&1)(2;&1), and
we observe that the square of norm of p(t) is equal to | p*p|B(H) . But
p*p=( p*0&2|*)( p0&2|).
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We know already that | p*0 p0 |B(H)1 and that ||*(t) |(t)|=O(t). The
remaining term is p*0 |+|*p0 , up to a constant factor. As A and B are
self-adjoint, [A, B] is skew-adjoint; thus
p*0|+|*p0=t2(2;&1)(2:&1) :;[A, B] ;
&t2;[A, B] ;:(2:&1)(2;&1). (5.8)
The factor of t2 is a linear combination of terms of the form
;l:k;aimb j;&;aimb j;:k; l;
we hope to gain one power of t12 when estimating it. This gain is precisely
the objective of the coming sections.
In fact we will prove that certain products of a, b, :, ; and elements of
M can be estimated, and that if we change the order of factors in this type
of product, we can also estimate the difference between the product of the
permuted factors and the original product.
6. SANDWICHES
Let us prove a more general result for which we need a number of definitions.
We consider the infinite alphabet
X=[a, :, b, ;] _ M
and words written with a finite number of letters of this alphabet; the set
of these words, supplemented with the empty word = is the monoid X*.
The operation on X* is the concatenation of words; the neutral element is
the empty word.
When w is an element of X*, the degree of w with respect to
c # [a, :, b, ;] is the number of occurrences of c in w; it is denoted
deg (w; c); if (cj) j # J is a subset of [a, :, b, ;] we denote
deg (w; c1 , ..., cJ)= :
J
j=1
deg (w, cj).
Definition 6.1. We will say that a word w is an admissible sandwich
if it satisfies
deg (w; a)2 deg (w; :), deg (w; b)2 deg (w; ;).
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Definition 6.2. The set of admissible sandwiches w such that
deg (w; a, b)N
is denoted AN
Let A, B, a, b be as in Section 4, and let : and ; be defined by (5.1). We
define a homomorphism 8 from X* to L(D) by the assignments
8==1, 8a=a, 8b=b, 8:=:, 8;=;.
The image of concatenation is operator multiplication. Except for the
elements of M, we will denote the image by 8 of a bold letter by a normal
weight letter.
The idea of a sandwich of operators has already been introduced in
[35]; in those articles, the sandwiches considered were products of
differential operators and of resolvent of other differential operators; the
present framework is more abstract, but analogous.
We will prove the following result:
Theorem 6.3. Let w # AN be an admissible sandwich; then, there exists a
real number {>0 and a constant C such that for all t # (0, {)
|8w|B(H )Ct&deg (w; a, b).
We need a few more definitions to make the proof more comfortable to
read: Gp is the set of couples ({, f ) made out of a number { # (0, ] and
a function f from (0, {) to B(H ) such that there exists C for which
\t # (0, {], | f (t)|Ct&p2.
The set Gp is not quite a vector space: there is a scalar multiplication:
*({, f )=({, *f ), an addition: ({1 , f1)+({2 , f2)=({1 7 {2 , f1+ f2), where
{1 7 {2=min({1 , {2) and a neutral element for the addition: (, 0);
however, ({, f )+({, &f ) is not equal to the neutral element; but the above
properties suffice to ensure that f &g # Gp is an equivalence relation; in this
case, we will denote
f &g # Gp  f =g+O(t&p2).
For all integers p, we have the inclusion Gp /Gp+1 .
We recall the identities (5.2), and we infer from them the estimates
|ai:k|Cit&i2, |b j; l|Cl t&l2,
provided that i2k and j2l.
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Thus, the sandwich theorem is equivalent to the inclusion 8AN /GN
Let us define several notions of reduction: we shall say that an
admissible sandwich w reduces to an admissible sandwich z if there exist y1
and y2 in G0 such that
w= y1zy2+O(t&deg (w; a, b)2). (6.1)
We shall say that w reduces simply to z if w reduces to z and y1 and y2
can be taken in M.
We shall say that a word w reduces in a finite number of steps to a word
z if there exist x1 , ..., xp such that w reduces to x1 , x i reduces to x i+1 for
1ir&1, and xp reduces to z.
If all these reductions are simple, we say that w reduces simply to z in
a finite number of steps.
If w reduces to z and z reduces to w, then we shall say that z and w are
equivalent, and we will denote wtz.
The following result is the restricted sandwich theorem:
Theorem 6.4. Let w1=ai, w2=b j, w3=:k, w4=;l, and assume that
i2k and j2l. For all permutations ? of [1, 2, 3, 4], let
w=w?(1)w?(2)w?(3) w?(4) ; then w is in Gi+ j .
Proof. The proof is by induction on i+ j=N; if N=0, the result is
obvious; suppose that the result holds true for i+ jN, and let
i+ j=N+1; we have to consider several cases for the permutation.
(1) The first case is when the problem obviously decouples: if
|?(1)&?(3)|=1 and |?(2)&?(4)|=1, we have the permutations
1324 3124 1342 3142
2413 2431 4213 4231.
(6.2)
Thanks to (5.2), we find immediately that for ? in the list (6.2), w is in
GN+1 .
(2) Two other cases can be reduced to case (1): if ?=3214 or
?=4213, we commute the inside pair; take for instance ?=3214; we infer
from Lemma 4.3 the existence of elements mrs # M such that
b ja i=aib j+ :
r+si+ j&1
ri
s j
armrs bs.
By the induction assumption, the conclusion is clear in this case.
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(3) The permutations
1234 3412 2143 4321
are all treated in the same fashion; consider for instance the first one, i.e.,
w=aib j:k;l. We observe that
aib j:k;l&a i:kb j; l=a i[b j, :k] ;l.
But
ai[b j, :k] ;l=ai:k[(1+tA)k, b j] :k; l
= :
k
p=1
a i:kt pC pk[A
p, b j] :k;l.
Thanks to Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, we can see that there exist elements mprs
such that
ai[A p, b j]= :
r+s2p+i+ j&1
r2p+i
s j
ar&r7 imprsar 7 ibs.
We observe that if r2p+i&1 then :kar&r 7 i is admissible and
t p:kar&r 7 i=O(t(2p+r 7 i&r)2); if j=s, the power of t is at least equal to
12. Thus,
w=ai:kbk;l+\ :
k
p=1
:
ir2p+i&1
t pC pk :
kar&imprj+ w
+ :
r<i
t pC pk :
kmprj arbs:k; l
+ :
k
p=1
:
r2p+i, s j&1
t pC pk :
kar&r 7 imprsar 7 ibs:k; l.
We can see that the terms t pC pk :
kmprj ar are in G0 . The terms mprjarb j :k ;l
are in AN if r<i and s= j; we can also see that the terms
t pC pk :
kar&r7 imprs are bounded and that ar 7 ibs:k ;l is in AN for s j&1.
Therefore,
\1& :
k
p=1
:
ir2p+i&1
t pC pk :
kar&imprj+ w=ai:kbk; l+O(t&N),
and the assertion is proved in this case.
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(4) Consider now the permutations
2134 2314 4132 4312
1243 3241 1423 3421.
For any one of these permutations, it is possible to reduce the sandwich to
the previous case; take for instance the first case: then
b ja i:k;l=a ib j:k; l+ :
r+si+ j&1
ri
s j
mrsarbs:k;l.
We use the induction hypothesis to conclude.
(5) The last two permutations are
2341 1432
which are treated identically; let us consider for instance w=ai;l:kb j; then,
arguing as in case (3),
w=;lai:kb j=[ai, ; l] :kb j (6.3)
=;lai:kb j+;l :
l
q=1
C lq t
q[Bq, ai] ; l:kb j (6.4)
=;lai:kb j+ :
l
q=1
C lqt
q;l :
r+s2q+i&1
ri
sq
bsmqrs ar;l. (6.5)
Arguing as in case (3), we observe that
:
q
q=1
tq;l :
ri&1, s2q
bsmqrsar;s:kbl # GN ,
and therefore, as the terms C lq t
q; lbsmqis are in G1 , we infer the conclusion
of the lemma from the relation
\1& :
l
q=1
C lq t
q;lbsmqis+ w=;lai:kb j+O(t&N). K
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The next lemma enables us to eject an element of M on the left, through
a product :i; j:
Lemma 6.5. If z: :k;lmw is an admissible word, it reduces simply in one
step to ‘=:k;lw.
Proof. From the identities,
[:k; l, m]=[:k, m] ; l+:k[;l, m] (6.6)
=:k :
k
p=1
C pk t
p :
r2p&1
armpr :k; l
+:k;l :
l
q=1
C ql t
q :
s2q&1
m qsbs. (6.7)
Therefore,
z=m‘+:k :
k
p=1
C pk t
p :
r2p&1
armpr‘
+:k; l :
l
q=1
C ql t
q :
s2q&1
m qsbs(1+tA)k ‘.
But, if r2p&1,
t p:karmpr=O(- t),
and, if uk, s2q&1,
tq+u:k;lm qsbsAu=tq+u:k;l :
_2u, {s
a_b{mqs_{ .
As 2(q+u)&_&{2q&2s1, these terms are in G1 ; thus z reduces
simply to ‘ in one step. K
In the same fashion, we show that :k;lz is equivalent to ; l:k z:
Lemma 6.6. Let w be an admissible word of the form w=:k; lz; then it
reduces in one step to ;l:kz.
Proof. We observe that
:k; l=;l:k+;l:k[(1+tA)k, (1+tB) l] :k;l.
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But
:
1ql
1pk
C pk C
q
l t
p+q;l:kt p+q[A p, Bq]
= :
1ql
1pk
C pk C
q
l t
p+q :
r+s2p+2q&1
r2p
s2q
:k; larmpqrs bs, (6.8)
and according to the restricted sandwich Theorem 6.4, we can see that the
expression (6.8) is in G1 . Therefore, we conclude that w reduces to ;
l:k z in
one step; the converse relies on the identity
:k;l=; l:k+:k;l[(1+tA)k, (1+tB) l] ;l:k. K
We are able now to prove the general sandwich theorem, Theorem 6.3,
i.e., 8AN /GN .
End of the Proof of Theorem 6.3. For N=0, the conclusion is clear; let
us assume then that for n<N, it is true that 8An /Gn . Let w belong to
AN ; denote w[ p] the p th letter of w. Assume that w[1] belongs to M;
then w=mz, and it is immediate that w reduces simply to z.
Thus, we only consider words w whose first letter belongs to the set
[a, b, :, ;]. If w[1] is equal to a or to b, write w=cz, with deg (c, :, ;)=0,
and z[1] # [:, ;]. If c is the empty word, we do not need to do anything;
otherwise, it is a consequence of Lemma 4.4 that there exists m # M such that
c&maib j # Wij , i=deg (c; a), j=deg (c; b).
Hence, we infer that w reduces simply to ai b jz.
Let us assume for definiteness that z[1]=:; the other case is treated
analogously, by exchanging everywhere the role of a and b. Then, we can
decompose z as z=:k;ly, and y[1] is not equal to ;.
Let us prove that w reduces to :k;l aib jy. We observe that
w=:k; laib jy+ai[b j, :k] ; ly+:k[ai, ;l] b jy.
Arguing in the fashion of the proof of Lemmas 6.4 and 6.5, we observe
that
ai[b j, :k] ;l=ai:k :
p
k=1
C pk t
p[A p, b j] :k; l (6.9)
=:k :
p
k=1
C pk :
r+si+2p+ j&1
ri+2p
s j
ar&r 7 imprsar 7 ibs:k;l. (6.10)
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Similarly,
:k[ai, ;l] b j=:k;l :
l
q=1
C ql t
q[Bq, a i] ;lb j (6.11)
=:k;l :
l
q=1
C ql t
q[Bq, a i] b j (1+tA)k :k;l (6.12)
=:k;l :
l
q=1
:
k
u=1
C ql C
u
k t
q+u[Bq, ai] b jAu:k;l. (6.13)
But it is possible to find elements mqurs of M such that
[Bq, ai] b jAu= :
r+s2u+2q+i+ j&1
r2u+i
s2q+ j
ar&r 7 ibs&s 7 jmqursar 7 ibs 7 j.
Therefore,
w=:k; laib jy+ :
1pk, iri+2p&1
C pk t
p:kar&imprj w
+ :
l
q=1
:
k
u=1
C qkC
u
k t
q+u :
r+s2u+2q+i+ j&1
ir2u+i
js2q+ j
:k; lar&ibs& jmqursz
+ :
k
p=1
:
s j
r<i
C pk t
p:kmprsarbs:k; lw
+ :
k
p=1
:
s j
r<i
C pk t
p:kmprsarbs:k; ly
+ :
l
q=1
:
k
u=0
C ql C
u
k t
q+q
_ :
r+s2u+2q+i+ j&1
i<r or j<s
:k; lar&r 7 ibs&s 7 jmqursar 7 ibs 7 j:k; ly.
Therefore, we conclude that the reduction is possible. Conversely,
ak ;laib j y can be reduced to aib j :k;ly. Thus, we consider now a word of
the form w=:k;laib jz, assuming that z[1] is not equal to ;; if z[1]
belongs to M, so that z=my it is clear that we can reduce w simply to
:k ;lma ib jy, and the ejection lemma (Lemma 6.3) shows that we can
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reduce to :k; laib j y; therefore, we can always assume that z[1] belongs
to [a, b, :]. If z[1] is not equal to :, let z=cy, where c has no occurrence
of : of ; and the first letter of y is : or ;; then Lemma 4.4 shows that if
I=deg (c; a)+i and J=deg (c; b)+ j, then w reduces simply to :k; laIbJy.
Thus, we can always reduce ourselves to considering the case when z[1] is
equal to : or to ;. Suppose for instance that z[1]=:, i.e., z=:y; then,
Lemma 6.6 implies that w reduces to ;l:k aib j:y; by ejection on the left of
ai a j, this reduces also to aib j;l:k+1 y. Therefore, a clear induction gives
the desired result. K
We use the sandwich theorem to prove the following commutation relation:
Corollary 6.7. Let w be an admissible sandwich belonging to AN , let
n be the number of letters in w, and let ? be any permutation of [1, ..., n].
If the sandwich z is defined by z[ j]=w[?( j)], then z&w belong to GN&1 .
Proof. It is enough to prove the result if ? is a transposition {; assume
that it transpose p and q>p, and denote
w1=w[1] } } } w[ p], w2=w[q+1] } } } w[n];
then
w1w[ p+1] } } } w[q&1] w[q] w2&w1w[q] w[ p+1] } } } w[q&1] w[ p] w2
= :
q
j= p+1
w1w[ p+1] } } } w[ j&1][w[ p], w[ j]] w[ j+1] } } } w[q] w2
& :
q&1
j= p+1
w1w[ p+1] } } } w[ j&1][w[ j], w[q]] w[ j+1] } } } w[ p] w2 .
Thus, it is enough to prove that all the terms of the form w[1] } } }
w[ j&1][w[ j], w[ j+1]] } } } w[n] are in GN&1 , when w is in AN . When
neither w[ j] nor w[ j+1] is equal to : or ;, we use Lemmas 4.3 and 4.2
to conclude; when one of them is equal to a (respectively b) and the other
one to : (resp. ;), the conclusion is also clear.
There remains to check the cases when [w[ j], w[ j+1]] is equal to one
of the following sets: [:, ;], [:, b], [;, a], [:, m], [;, m].
These cases are all analogous; take for instance the case
w=w1 :;w2 .
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Then
w1(:;&;:) w2 =w1[:, ;] w2
=t2w1 :;[A, B] ;:w2
=t2 :
r+s3
r2
s2
w1:;armrsbs;:w2 .
We observe that the sandwich zrz=w1 :;a
rmrs bs;:w2 is admissible for
r2, s2; moreover, according to Theorem 6.3,
|zrs |B(H)Ct&r&s&deg (w; a, b)2.
Thus, we have proved Corollary 6.7. K
7. STABILITY OF THE PEACEMANRACHFORD FORMULA
We may now infer the announced stability of the PeacemanRachford
formula as a consequence of Corollary 6.6:
Theorem 7.1. Assume that M, A, and B satisfy the assumptions of
Theorem 5.1. Then, there exists a constant C and a number {>0 such that
for all t in [0, {],
| p(t)|B(H )1+Ct.
Proof. According to (5.8), it suffices to prove that
;l:k;aimb j;&;aimb j;ak; l=O(t&1),
when i2, j2, i+ j3. We have here the difference between w and z,
when z is obtained by permuting the letters of w. These words are clearly
admissible and Corollary 6.6 shows that w&z is in G2 , hence the conclusion. K
Remark 7.2. If A and B are of abstract order 4, i.e., A=a4, B=b4, the
argument of the proof of Theorem 7.1 shows that | defined by (5.7)
satisfies the estimate
|(t)=O(t14),
and the PeacemanRachford approximation will be estimated according to
the appropriate generalization of Theorem 6.6 as
| p(t)|B(H)1+C - t.
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It is not presently known whether for fourth order operators, the
PeacemanRachford approximation is numerically stable. It might be
unstable, unless some stronger commutation relation is satisfied.
8. OPTIMALITY OF THE STABILITY ESTIMATES
Let us give an example which shows that &p(t)& is not bounded by 1 for
t small, even in the very good non-commutative case.
Let a(x, y) and b(x, y) be positive smooth bounded functions on R2,
which are bounded away from zero; assume also that all the derivatives of
a an b are bounded. Define operators A and B by
D(A)=[u # L2(R2); ux , uxx # L2(R2)], Au=&(aux)x ,
(8.1)
D(B)=[u # L2(R2): uy , uyy # L2(R2)], Bu=&(buy)y .
We shall prove the following result
Lemma 8.1. Let A and B be defined by (8.1). There exists a continuous
family of functions u(x,y;t) and a strictly positive constant C such that, for
all small enough t,
| p(t) u( } , } ; t)|L2(R2)(1+Ct) |u(t } , } ; t)|L2(R2) . (8.2)
Proof. Let , and  belong to C 0 (R), and assume that , satisfies the
following moment conditions:
| xn, dx=0, \n3. (8.3)
If , is supported in [&L, L] we define the successive primitives of , by
80=,, 8j+1=|
x
&L
8j (s) ds,
and we extend this notation to include the derivatives of ,: if n is a negative
integer,
8n=,&n.
We define
u(x, y; t)=,(xt) ( y)=U(xt, y).
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The functions v, w, and z are given by
v( } , } ; t)=(1&tA) u( } , } ; t),
w( } , } ; t)=(1+tB)&1 v( } , } ; t),
z( } , } ; t)=(1+tA)&1 (2w( } , } ; t)&v( } , } ; t)).
It is our purpose to give and validate an asymptotic expansion of z and
to prove that u satisfies (8.2) with the help of a precise estimate of the norm
of z( } , } ; t)= p(t) u( } , } ; t).
The first and easiest expansion is the expansion of v; denote !=xt; then
v(x, y; t)=
V&1(x, !, y; t)
t
+V0(x, !, y; t),
where
V&1(x, !, y; t)=a(x, y) ,"(!) ( y),
V0(x, !, y; t)=,(!) ( y)+ax(x, y) ,$(!) ( y).
We look fan an expansion of w of the form
w(x, y; t)=W(x, !, y, t)
=
W&1(x, !, y)
t
+W0(x, !, y)+tW1(x, !, y)+ } } } .
We substitute this expansion into the equation which defines w, we identify
terms of equal degree in t, and we find that the successive terms of the
expansion of W satisfy
W&1=V&1 , (8.4)
W0&BW&1=V0 , (8.5)
W1&BW0=0, (8.6)
b
the following terms being analogous. Therefore,
W&1=V&1 , W0=V0&BV&1 , W1=&BV0+B2V&1 , ....
Let
w~ (x, y; t)=
1
t
W&1 \x, xt , y++W0 \x,
x
t
, y++tW1 \x, xt , y+ .
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Therefore, a simple computation gives
(1+tB) w~ (x, y; t)=t2(BW1)(x, xt, y).
The terms of B2V0 and B3V&1 are of the form ,( p)(!) cpq(x, y) (q)( y), with
p2, q6, and cpq a bounded smooth function on R2. Therefore,
| |,( p)(xt) cpq(x, y) (q)( y)|2 dx dyCpq t,
and, since (1+tB)&1 is a contraction,
|w~ ( } , } ; t)&w( } , } , t)|L2Ct52.
Let us work now on the expansion of z: we look for s of the form
z(x, y ; t) = Z(x, xt, y ; t) and Z(x, !, y ; t) = Z0(x, !, y) + tZ1(x, !, y)+
t2Z2(x, !, y)+ } } } . We define operators Aj , &2 j0, by
A&2= &a
2
!2
, A&1=&

!
a(x, y)

x
&

x
a(x, y)

!
,
A0=&

x
a(x, y)

x
.
If f (x, y; t)=F(x, xt, y), then
Af = :
0
j=&2
t jAj F.
The asymptotic expansion Z0+tZ1+t2Z2+ } } } must satisfy the relation
(1+t&1A&2+A&1+tA0)(Z0+tZ1+tZ2+ } } } )
=2(t&1W&1+W0+tW1+ } } } )&t&1V&1&V0 .
Identifying the terms of equal power in t, we find the sequence of equations.
A&2Z0 =V&1 , (8.7)
Z0+A&1Z0+A&2Z1=V0&2BV&1 , (8.8)
Z1+A0 Z0+A&1Z1+A&2Z2=2(B2V&1&BV0). (8.9)
Relation (8.7) can be rewritten as
&a
2Z0
!2
=a,".
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We can see that (8.7) has the solution
Z0=&,=&U. (8.10)
Equation (8.8) can be rewritten as
A&2Z1=2(U&BA&2U),
i.e.,
&a
2Z1
!2
=2,+2,"

y
b

y
a. (8.11)
Using the moment conditions (8.3) of order 0 and 1, we can see that (8.11)
has the solution
Z1=&
282 
a
&2,
1
a

y
b

y
a. (8.12)
Relation (8.9) is
Z1+A0U+A&1Z1+A&2Z2=&2B2A&2U+2B(U&A&1U). (8.13)
Using the moment conditions of order up to 3, we can find a solution of
(8.13) of the form
Z2(x, !, y)= :
p4
8p(!) (q)( y) #pq(x, y),
where the #pq are bounded smooth functions of x and y, and only a finite
number of them do not vanish. Define
z~ (x, y; t)= :
2
j=0
t jZj (x, xt, y).
Then
(1+tA) z~ (x, y; t)&2w~ (x, y; t)+v(x, y; t)
=(1+t&1A&2+A&1+tA0)(Z0+tZ1+t2Z2)&t&1V&1&V0
+2BV&1&2tB2V&1+2tBV0
=t2(A0Z1+Z2+A&1Z2)+t3A0Z2 .
The L2 norm of this remainder is an O(t52); therefore,
|z~ ( } , } ; t)&(1+tA)&1 (2w~ ( } , } , t)&v( } , } ; t))|L2=O(t52).
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As |w~ ( } , } ; t)&w( } , } ; t)|L2=O(t52), we can see that
|z( } , } ; t)&z~ ( } , } ; t)|L2=O(t52).
Therefore,
|z( } , } ; t)| 2L2=| |Z0(x, xt, y)|2 dx dy
+2t | Z0(x, xt, y) Z1(x, xt, y) dx dy+O(t3). (8.14)
The first term of (8.14) is easily calculated; it is equal to t |,| 2L2 ||
2
L2 . We
use the expression (8.12) of Z1 , and we can see that
(Z0 , Z1)=| ,(xt) ( y) \ 2a(x, y) 82(xt) ( y)
+,(xt)
2
a(x, y)

y
b(x, y)

y
a(x, y) ( y)+ dx dy.
Integrations by part and the change of variable xt=! lead to
(Z0 , Z1)= &t | 81(!)

! \
2
a(t!, y)
82(!)+ ( y)2 dy d!
&t | ,(!)2 b(t!, y)

y \
( y)
a(t!, y)+

y
(a(t!, y) ( y)) dy d!.
Hence
(Z0 , Z1)
=&t | 81(!)2
( y)2
a(0, y)
dy d!
+t | ,(!)2 b(0, y)
ay(0, y)2 ( y)2&a(0, y)2 $( y)2
a(0, y)2
b(0, y) dy+O(t2).
Assume that a is not constant; then it is possible to find  such that on
some open set O
ay(0, y)2 ( y)2&a(0, y)2 $( y)2>0.
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Then, it is possible to choose b(0, } ) large enough on O to satisfy
|
ay(0, y)2 ( y)2&a(0, y)2 $( y)2
a(0, y)2
b(0, y) dy>0.
Then, there is a choice of the scaling factor n such that if ,n(x)=,(nx)
then the principal term
| 81(!)2
( y)2
a(0, y)
dy d!
+| ,(!)2 b(0, y)
ay(0, y)2 ( y)2&a(0, y)2 $( y)2
a(0, y)2
b(0, y) dy
is strictly positive. This proves the announced result. K
9. WHEN A AND B ARE ONLY BOUNDED FROM BELOW
Let us assume that A and B are bounded from below, i.e., there exists a
number # such that
A =A+#1, B =B+#1. (9.1)
We assume that A and B satisfy the assumptions (4.1)(4.5). We denote
a^=- A , b =- B , :^=(1+tA )&1, ; =- 1+tB . Then Theorem 7.1 implies
that if p^(t)=:^(2; &1)(1&tA ), then
| p^(t)|B(H )1+Ct.
Lemma 9.1 Under the above assumptions, the PeacemanRachford formula
is stable.
Proof. We use (9.1) to rewrite p(t) as
p(t)=(1+tA & gt#)&1 (2(1+tB &t#)&1&1)(1&tA )
+t#(1+tA &t#)&1 (2(1+tB &t#)&1&1) (9.2)
and we observe immediately that the second term on the right hand side
of (9.2) is an O(t): for t small enough,
|(1+tA &t#)&1|B(H )
1
1+t(1&#)
.
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Thus, it is enough to estimate
p1(t)=(1+tA &t#)&1 (2(1+tB &t#)&1&1)(1&tA ). (9.3)
As
(1+tA &t#)&1=(1+t#(1+tA &t#)&1)(1+tA )&1,
it is enough to estimate
p2(t)=(1+tA )&1 (2(1+tB &t#)&1&1)(1&tA ). (9.4)
But
p2(t)= p^(t)+2t#(1+tA )&1 (1+tB )&1 (1+tB &t#)&1 (1&tA ).
Thus, it suffices to estimate
p3(t)=(1+tA )&1 (1+tB )&1 (1+tB &t#)&1 (1&tA ). (9.5)
If we show that p3(t) is bounded, we are done; we commute (1+tB &t#)&1
and 1&tA , and we find that
p3(t)= p^(t)(1+tB &t#)&1+t2:^; ;[A , B ] ;.
As in the proof of Theorem 5.1, we can see that it is enough to estimate the
expressions :^; ;a and :^; ;A; but
:^; ;a^=:^; a^;+t:^; ;[a^, B ] ;.
At this point, the argument of the proof of (5.5) works without difficulty,
and we find that
|:^; ;a^| B(H )C- t. (9.6)
Similarly,
|:^; ;A |B(H )Ct. (9.7)
With the help of (9.6) and (9.7), we can see now that
| p3(t)| B(H )1+Ct.
Therefore, we have proved the stability of the PeacemanRachford formula
when A and B are only bounded from below. K
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10. CONCLUSION
Other techniques can be used to obtain the result of stability in the
simple elliptic case on a product of Riemannian manifolds which has been
described in Section 4; for this purpose, one should use the Weyl calculus
of pseudodifferential operators on this manifold. Moreover, this calculus
depends on the parameter t, and one would have to prepare a heavy
technical apparatus to have a complete proof.
The purpose of this article was to present in the spirit of [4, 5] a proof
of an estimate independently of the pseudodifferential calculus, in the hope
to use fewer smoothness conditions, and to go beyond the realm of
pseudodifferential operators, and in particular in the realm of the operators
of numerical analysis, which do not look like pseudodifferential operators.
Let us give some open problems:
v Give conditions on A, B, and M (and in particular on the
commutator of A and B) which imply that (4.4) and (4.5) hold.
v Give conditions on M, A, and B which ensure that A+# and B+#
satisfy conditions (4.4) and (4.5) for all #>0.
v Are there examples of differential operators on a manifold with a
boundary which satisfy the conditions described here?
v What are the discretized operators which enter the present frame-
work?
v What can be said in general of operators of higher order? Do there
exist rational split formulae which behave nicely in terms of stability?
v What is the status of extrapolations of PeacemanRachford formulae,
as described for instance in [2]? Is it possible to use techniques of the kind
described here to prove the stability of the formula
q(t)= 4564 p(t6)
3+ 12 p(t4)
2& 1364 p(t2)
which is experimentally stable and of order 4?
The length of this list of open problems shows that there is still a long
way to travel in order to analyze alternate direction formulae in the not
quite commutative case.
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